
PERMEABILITY 

A border can possess different degrees of permeability (see chart 3). In table 

1 the team members specified permeability for the borders between the two 

populations in Jerusalem. To get the whole picture one must specify the 

permeability of each the kind of borders included in Jerusalem’s border 

system. Six types of borders and eight degrees of permeability make up our 

table for assembling the several options of border permeability. (See Table 2.) 

With it we can describe alternative patterns of border permeability pattern, 

while specifying the degree of permeability for each kind of actual or potential 

borders in the system. Table 2.0 provides an empty form on which the user 

can specify his own version of border permeability for Jerusalem. Table 2a 

presents an alternative of border permeability. The square marked by column 

1 and row ‘g’, states that the borders around quarters, villages, suburbs and 

satellite towns will permit the crossing of goods, labor, capital, and residents. 

The square marked by column 2 and row ‘f’ indicates that residents belonging 

to one people may not cross into the neighborhoods of the other (where 

“neighborhoods” is our general term for quarters, villages etc). 
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Table 2.0: Borders Permeability  
 Kind of Borders 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
 
 
Permeability  

around 
quarters 
suburbs or 
satellite 
towns 

between the 
neighbor- 
hoods of 
one people 
and those of 
other 

between the 
two cities 

around the 
city (one or 
two) 

around the 
metropolitan 
area 

between 
states 

a nothing       

b goods       

c goods 
people 

      

d goods, 
capital, 
people and 
labor under 
control 

      

e goods, 
people, 
labor 

      

f goods, 
people, 
labor,  
capital 

      

g goods, 
people, 
labor, 
capital, 
residents* 

      

*Residence being a place-related service, the rule of the “weakest link” does not apply to it.  



Table 2.a: Border Permeability  
 Kind of Borders 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
 
 
Permeability  

around 
quarters 
suburbs or 
satellite 
towns 

between the 
neighbor- 
hoods of 
one people 
and those of 
the other 

between the 
two cities 

around the 
city (one or 
the two 
cities) 

around the 
metropolitan 
area 

between 
states 

a nothing       

b goods  non relevant  
 

 

non relevant  
 

 

 
 

 

c goods 
people 

      

d goods, 
capital, 
people and 
labor under 
control 

      

e goods, 
people, 
labor 

      

f goods, 
people, 
labor,  
capital 

      

g goods, 
people, 
labor, 
capital, 
residents* 

 
 

 

     

*Residence being a place-related service, the rule of the “weakest link” does not apply to it. * 



Table 2.b: Borders Permeability  
 Kind of Borders 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
 
 
Permeability  

around 
quarters 
suburbs or 
satellite 
towns 

between the 
neighbor- 
hoods of 
one people 
and those of 
other 

between the 
two cities 

around the 
city (one or 
two) 

around the 
metropolitan 
area 

between the 
states 

a nothing       

b goods       

c goods 
people 

      

d goods, 
capital, 
people and 
labor under 
control 

   
 

 

non relevant non relevant  
 

 

e goods, 
people, 
labor 

      

f goods, 
people, 
labor,  
capital 

  
 

 

    

g goods, 
people, 
labor, 
capital, 
residents* 

 
 

 

     

*Residence being a place-related service, the rule of the “weakest link” does not apply to it. * 

 



Table 2.c: Borders Permeability  
 Kind of Borders 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
 
 
Permeability  

around 
quarters 
suburbs or 
satellite 
towns 

between the 
neighbor- 
hoods of 
one people 
and those of 
other 

between the 
two cities 

around the 
city (one or 
two) 

around the 
metropolitan 
area 

between the 
states 

a nothing       

b goods       

c goods 
people 

      

d goods, 
capital, 
people and 
labor under 
control 

      

e goods, 
people, 
labor 

      

f goods, 
people, 
labor,  
capital 

  
 

 

    
 

 

g goods, 
people, 
labor, 
capital, 
residents* 

 
 

 

 non relevant non relevant  
 

 

 

*residence is place related service and the reason why the rule of the “weakest link” does not 

apply to this service 



Table 2.d: Borders Permeability  
 Kind of Borders 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
 
 
Permeability  

around 
quarters 
suburbs or 
satellite 
towns 

between the 
neighbor- 
hoods of 
one people 
and those of 
other 

between the 
two cities 

around the 
city (one or 
two) 

around the 
metropolitan 
area 

between the 
states 

a nothing       

b goods       

c goods 
people 

      

d goods, 
capital, 
people and 
labor under 
control 

   
 

 

non relevant non relevant  
 

 

e goods, 
people, 
labor 

      

f goods, 
people, 
labor,  
capital 

      

g goods, 
people, 
labor, 
capital, 
residents* 

 
 

 

 
 

 

    

*residence is place related service and the reason why the rule of the “weakest link” does not 

apply to this service 



 6.3 SPECIALIZATION 
 

6.3.1 URBAN SERVICES 
 

Jerusalem plays different roles, for its several “stake holders”, but from the 

point of view of the ordinary citizen the city’s main role to provide services. For 

him a good city is one which provides a high quality of services at a low price.  

 

URBAN… 

What are urban services? The simple answer is “services provided by the 

city”, but this answer does not advance our task of “reinventing Jerusalem”. 

Different cities provide different sets of services. For our purposes we have to 

choose the appropriate set for Jerusalem. There two features we look for are 

indivisibility and environmental impact. Some services cannot be produced 

and provided efficiently by an agent below a certain size because they are 

indivisible. Other services have an impact on the quality of environment in the 

city. They may also impact on the environment of a quarter or a suburb (e.g. 

garbage collection), or on the environment of the whole metropolis (such are 

transport or internal security). A city cannot provide services whose 

indivisibility threshold exceeds its size. If, for example, the threshold of an 

economically viable subway is 10,000,000 inhabitants then a city of two million 

cannot provide this service efficiently. A city might wish to provide services 

with an impact on its environment. The set of urban services which a city will 

provide, include the services which the city “can” and wishes to provide. 

 

…SERVICES 

Typical services includes production or elimination, transport,  distribution or 

collection. Thus the provision of drinking water includes: production (digging 

wells), transport (from the well to the city) and distribution (to the citizens in 

the city.) Garbage service includes: collection from the citizens, transport to 

centers of elimination or recycling, and elimination or recycling (in garbage 

piles, incinerators or recycling plants). Providing electricity includes: 

production (at the power station), transport (to the city) and distribution (to the 

citizens). In moving people we have initial collection,  distribution to destiny, 



and the in- between stations. Transport service can also be divided into lines 

and rolling stock.  

 

Not all the components of a service have to be handled by the same agency. 

Production can be handled by a public utility, distribution by a specialized 

company. Such a company might also distribute water and collect sewage.  

 

To insure effective performance a service must be planned, initiated, 

managed,, financed, properly empowered and controlled. An autonomous 

service provider must base its finances on collecting its own revenues. Tax 

collection is its major financial source for municipal service provider. Tax 

collection is thus a critical service without which the other services cannot be 

provided. 

 

6.3.2 SPECIALIZATION IN PROVIDING SERVICES 
 

The urban system includes more than just a city. Within it are quarters and 

villages and outside it quarters, suburbs, and satellite towns. It includes the 

private sector, active in the city and in the nation. Jerusalem’s system is even 

more complicated since it must accommodate two peoples on the inside and 

live with two nations on the outside. The private sector, we hope, has no 

national color, or will at least lose it in the long run. 

 

 What role will each agents play in providing urban services? The answer is 

“specialization” - a situation in which different agents in the urban system 

assume different roles in providing urban services. A city may have a specific 

pattern of specialization evolved through time to fit a specific environment. 

That of Jerusalem does not fit the environment which, we hope, will prevail 

with the arrival of peace. 

 

ANALYSIS OF SERVICES 

In times past a logistic barrier standing between distant locations, was a major 

factor in determining the patterns of specialization. In this situation cities had 

to provide services for which their citizens had no alternative source outside 



because they were not transportable or because the expense of importing 

them wasprohibitive. Today these logistic barriers are greatly lowered so that 

people can study, work and purchase in cities outside their place of residence. 

This fact affects profoundly the specialization patterns of cities. Cities do not 

provide all the services required by their citizens, but only those in which they 

excel and which they wish to afford.  

 

Specialization in providing services depends on the nature of the agents and 

that of the services. The Belgians have sorted out urban services into two 

categories, according to whether they are person-related or space-related. In 

this specialization pattern space-related services are assigned to regional 

governments, person-related ones to the boroughs. (See appendix 2). We 

have found that services are bound by their several dimensions. Some relate 

to people wherever they may be, for example, driving licenses or car 

insurance, others to specific places regardless of the people who live in them 

(such our city Arnona tax), or to borders (check-ins, customs), yet others 

cross borders (main roads, main sewage pipes).  Below a given size services 

may be indivisible (utilities, city centers), while some affect the city’s 

environment. The environment also depends on such public services as 

internal security. Indivisibility is relative, depending on the context. For 

instance a power station is divisible in the context of a state, indivisible in that 

of a town. Community-related services likewise depend on their context. 

Garbage collection affects the environment of a suburb, internal security that 

of the whole metropolis. 

 

Table 3 presents the way services were classified according to the above-

mentioned categories. It starts with an empty form 3.0 which let the user sort 

out services by categories. Putting a sign “Q” at the crossing of the row “solid 

waste” and of the column “place” means that the garbage collecting service is 

place related and that it is indivisible in agents smaller than a village, quarter, 

or suburb. Putting M at the crossing of the row “main roads” and of the column 

“community” means that traffic on the main roads is a community-related 

service with an impact on the internal environment of the whole of 

metropolitan area. The set 3 of tables comprises table 3.0 which is an empty 



form for the user to express his own opinion and tables 3a through 3d which 

display the various opinions expressed by members of the team. Table 3 may 

help in our focusing on the task of assigning service roles to each of the 

agents in the urban system. And the outcome may then be used in planning 

specialization. Take social insurance for instance. This is a person-related 

service. It is indivisible to the point where it cannot be provided efficiently by 

any agent smaller than a nation. If planners choose to have insurance 

provided by each of the two cities then they are bound to sacrifice efficiency in 

their intent to reduce friction. But if they decide that social insurance should be 

provided by the two respective states, their choice of specialization will 

enhance efficiency and reduce friction, but these gains will come at the 

expense of Jerusalem’s autonomy. 

 

Transport rolling stock tends to cross borders. A part of it is indivisible (light 

train), a part (such cabs) is divisible and a proprietary service. This makes it fit 

to be run by the private sector. 



Table 3.0: Analysis of services 
 Category 

Urban Services Community 
related 

Place related Person 
related 

Indivisible Cross border proprietary 

Traffic:       

Main routes       

Secondary routes       

Rolling stock       

Water:       

Production       

Transport       

Distribution       

Solid Waste:       

Collection       

Transport       

Elimination       

Sewage:       

Collection       

Transport       

Elimination       

Power:       

Production       

Transport       

Distribution.       

Education:       

Elementary       

Secondary       

High       

Health:       

Provider       

Insurer       

Welfare:        

Provider       

Insurer       

Internal security:       

Tax:       

Collection       

Allocation       

Agents: 
N - National   C - Cities 
M - Metropolitan   Q - Quarters , Suburbs, villages or satellite towns 
 
 
  



 Notes for table 3: 

1. Urban services: Table 3 was designed to deal with urban services. 

There is no clear cut boundary between urban national and private services. 

We have therefore started out with services which are usually considered 

urban. In what follows we shall plan a specialization, which among other 

things, will assume the proper boundary for Jerusalem 

 

2. Indivisibility: Indivisibility of a service means that it is not practical to 

try and provide it below a minimal dimension. The urban agents are therefore 

sequenced by size into national, metropolitan, city, quarter, suburb. If  ‘C’ is 

chosen for the service of ‘higher education’ that implies that the indivisibility 

threshold of this service is on a level the city. Higher education will be 

indivisible in agents smaller than a city and divisible in larger ones. 

 

3. Community: Environmental impact is community-related. Garbage 

collection impacts environment of a neighborhood while internal security 

affects the environment of an entire metropolis. The planner can specify this 

much by putting ‘M’ at the crossing of the row ‘internal security’ and the 

column ‘community. 

 

4. Technology: Information services were usually considered national 

and urban. But with changing technology this industry is now in a state of 

transition from being mainly national to being mainly private and international. 

Telecommunication, the transport component of the information industry,  is 

also undergoing a transition. Information services still impinge on the 

environment of the community, but today this community is the whole world. 

 

5. Privatization: The private sector can provide services substituting the 

city. More often than not a private firm performs more efficiently. Privatization 

may reduce friction between the two peoples living in Jerusalem, as by easily 

crossing the borders between them. 



6.3.3 DESIGNING SPECIALIZATION  
 

DETAILED SPECIALIZATION PATTERNS 

Table 4.0 is an empty form in which the user can specify the role of each of 

the agents in providing each of the services. Moreover -- for each of the 

agents – he can specify the role in each of the components of each of the 

services. The rows in table 4 represent services or their components while the 

columns stand for the agents. Additional optional roles appear at the bottom of 

the table. If the user puts the role “strategic planning” at the crossing of the 

column “metropolis” and the row “traffic main routes” then he automatically 

specifies the role of the metropolis in providing the traffic service. After thus 

filling out the entire table, the user makes his proposal for a specialization 

pattern for Jerusalem. Each member of the team has designed an alternative 

specialization pattern; and these patterns were processed and analyzed for 

the typical specialization patterns which are presented in tables 4a-4d. 

 

FROM DETAILS TO GENERALITIES 

Specialization can be planned at various levels. These move up from detailing 

the role which a specific component of a specific service assigned to a 

specific agent. At the highest levelwe reach an overview with specialization 

presented typologically. The planner may wish to emphasize the roles of 

agents in providing whole services and so to ignore the components of each 

of the services. Hence Table 5 which puts one of the optional roles at the 

crossing of agents and services. Table 5 answers the question as to what role 

each of the agents will have in providing a given service. The planner can 

furthermore find answers the question as to who will be in charge of providing 

a given service He can do so while ignoring their roles. For these he can 

again refer to table 4 but putting it to a different use. This once he will only 

mark the crossing between an agent and a service (or the component of a 

service) but without specifying the role. Take for example education. 

Elementary schooling is a place-related, divisible service to be provided to 

local children by the quarter suburb University education is a person-related, 

indivisible service to be provided by the two cities, each for its own resident 

population. This does not mean that an Israeli student will be banned from 



studying in a Palestinian university, or the other way around, but every student 

will have to study in the dominant language of each university. Our planning 

exercise can move into still more refined details by asking who will plan 

elementary education, who will supervise it, finance it, run it. The answers 

might be that the suburb will be in charge of education, the state will finance it, 

and the city will plan it and supervise it. By using Table 4 specialization is thus 

defined to the point of specifying roles in components of services and for each 

of the agents. 

 

The patterns of specialization thus arrived at by the members of the team are 

too detailed to be used in planning the whole multi-dimensional/organizational 

set-up for Jerusalem. To overcome this we refer to the tool “typology of urban 

specialization”. Here the user can describe specialization patterns in principle: 

This typology is presented in table 6, where the columns stand for agents and 

the rows for the categories of services mentioned in table 3. Again, table 6.0 is 

“empty” while tables 6a-6g provide alternative types of urban specialization. 



 



TYPOLOGY OF SPECIALIZATION  

Table 6.0 

 Agents 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Category 
Suburbs, 
villages or 
quarters 

2 cities Metropolis Service 
provider 

Two 
governments 

a Community      

b Place      

c People      

d Cross border      

e Indivisible      

f Out sourcing      

g Proprietary      

 

Table 6a 

 Agents 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Category 
Suburbs, 
villages or 
quarters 

2 cities Metropolis Service 
provider 

Two 
governments 

a Community      

b Place      

c People      

d Cross border      

e Indivisible      

f Out sourcing      

g Proprietary      

 



Table 6b 

 Agents 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Category 
Suburbs, 
villages or 
quarters 

2 cities Metropolis Service 
provider 

Two 
governments 

a Community      

b Place      

c People      

d Cross border      

e Indivisible      

f Out sourcing      

g Proprietary      

 

Table 6c 

 Agents 

 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Category 
Suburbs, 
villages or 
quarters 

2 cities Metropolis Service 
provider 

Two 
governments 

a Community      

b Place      

c People      

d Cross border      

e Indivisible      

f Out sourcing      

g Proprietary      

 

6.3.4 ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATION PATTERNS 
 

Alternative 6a describes a specialization pattern in which every type of agent 

is shown as specializing at what he does best. Alternative 6b emphasizes 

suburbs, villages, quarters, and satellite towns while de-emphasizing the roles 

of the two cities or two governments. Most cross-border and/or Indivisible 

services would be provided by the metropolis and the private sector.  In 

alternative 6c the local communities play a limited role to but the two cities are 



in charge of most of the services although some will be provided by the 

private sector. 

 

6.4 POWER STRUCTURE 
 

6.4.1 GOVERNMENT SYSTEM 
 

The power structure answers the question “who tells whom what to do.” Put 

most simply, patterns of power structure describe the way the city mayor and 

city board are selected. At the same time each of the agents taking part in an 

urban system might have a governing body of its own. 

 

An urban system is composed of such agents as a city-municipality, boroughs 

of local communities, private managements or private-public partnerships as 

well as an overall “roof” municipality.  

The power structure concerns the government of the system as a  whole and 

of its component agents. It answers questions about the kind of government 

organs, such as an executive or an assembly, about the manner of selection 

of these organs, whether in elections or by appointment, and finally who 

attends to this selection -- the citizens, other agents, or external entities. 

 

Between them, power-structure and specialization determine “who does what” 

and “who tells whom what to do;” in fine “how is the city run.” 

 

The scheme of power structure scheme portrayed thus far could refer to any 

urban system. In Jerusalem, however, we deal with two peoples, each with 

wishes of its own concerning the city’s power-structure. Planning for 

Jerusalem’s power-structure involves projects of power-sharing between the 

agents and between the two peoples who live in this city. The team proposes 

alternatives patterns of power structures with their agents. These power 

structures differ, (among other matters) in the way power is shared.  Different 

patterns of power sharing will have a different impact on the friction between 

the city’s two peoples and on the efficiency of the urban government. It follows 



that plans for the city’s power structure must afford to each of the two peoples 

a fair share of power. 

 

6.4.2 ALTERNATIVE POWER STRUCTURES 
 

We plan power structure with the help of the set of table 7. It comprises the 

“plain 7” assembly-table and alternative patterns of power structure in 

tables 7a through 7f. The planner can use these tables to plan his own 

version of power structure as follows: Table 7.0 is an empty form in 

each of whose sections the user can specify the power structure of any 

agent in the urban system. The options are shown in Assembly-Table 7 

and the planner can set down his own choices. Take for example table 

7a. It includes four identical boxes. The first concerns an overall 

metropolitan “roof” organization. Should the user find such an 

organization necessary he will fill in this box. Else he can ignore it. The 

box includes the three columns: assembly, executive and head. If the 

user thinks that the government of the “roof” organization does not 

require an assembly he may skip the first column. Otherwise he can 

choose one of the options presented for each row along this column in 

Assembly-Table 7. In the row “power-sharing”, the assembly will then 

be elected by the people in accordance with the group to which they 

belong; and the voting will be proportional. The political meaning of 

alternative 7a is as follows: The government of the system will include 

a government of quarters and suburbs in which the executive council of 

each will be elected by the people and the head will be elected by the 

executive council. The government of the two separate cities will be 

coordinated in a “roof” organization. This “roof municipality” will be 

made up of an assembly, an executive council, and a presiding officer. 

They will be selected in the following way: Each of the two peoples will 

elect a portion of the assembly. The Palestinians will elect 30% and the 

Israelis 70%. The executive council will be elected by the quarters and 

suburbs. The presiding offocers will serve in rotation and will be elected 

by the assembly of the overall municipality.  

 



The political meaning of alternative 7b is as follows: The people of each local 

community will elect an executive council. This will in turn elect the presiding 

officer. Two separate cities, one for the Israelis, and one for the Palestinians 

will thus serve all of Jerusalem’s citizens. The assembly of each city will be 

elected its people (possibly through parties). The executive council will be 

appointed by the head of the city. He himself will be elected by the assembly. 

The “roof” municipality will govern the whole metropolis, Palestinians as well 

as Israelis. It will have an executive council to be elected by the people of the 

quarters and suburbs. The quarters and suburbs will thus serve as election 

districts. Each of the two presiding officers will be elected by the executive 

council and will serve in rotation 

 

In alternative 7c two separate cities of share in a partnership which provides 

indivisible or cross-border services.  

 

Each of the alternatives offered in tables 7d and 7e emphasizes a different 

type of power structure. In 7d the assembly of the “roof” organization is 

elected by all the voters of the metropolis, acting through parties. The 

presiding officer, who is elected by the assembly of the “roof municipality”, 

appoints the executive council. In 7e the assembly of the “roof municipality” is 

elected by the two peoples with each voting for 50% of the assembly’s 

members. The presiding head serves in rotation, following his election by the 

assembly.  

Note:  

The more separate the governments of the two peoples, the less planning  will 

be requires. 

 



 

TABLE 7 
POWER STRUCTURE  
ASSEMBLY TABLE 
 

 Tasks Options 

A Refers to: 1) Israeli 2) Palestinians 3) Both 

B Cooperation: 1) Separately 2) Mutually 3) Coordinated 4) Partnership 

C Power sharing: 1) 30:70 2) 50:50 3) Rotation 4) By selection 

D Selection:  

E method 1) Elected 2) Nominated 3) Lottery 

F Selecting agent 1) State 2) 
People 

3) 
State 
& City 

4) 
Quarter
s & 
Suburbs 

5) 
Metropolis 

6) 
Private 
sector 

7) City 

G Selecting organ 1) Head 2) Assembly 3) Executive 4) People 

H Election:  

I Constituency 1) By place of 
residence 

2) By belonging to a 
group 

3) Individuals 

J Voting method 1) Districts 2) Parties 3) Districts & 
Parties 

4) Proportional 

 



 
Table 7.0 : POWER STRUCTURE AND POWER SHARING 
 
METROPOLITAN ROOF ORGANIZATION 

Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

CITY 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

QUARTERS and SUBURBS 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

 SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    



 
Table 7a: POWER STRUCTURE AND POWER SHARING 
 
METROPOLITAN ROOF ORGANIZATION 

Refers to  both  
Mode of Cooperation  mutually  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing: 30:70 selection selection 
Selection:    
method elected elected rotation 
selecting agent people quarter & suburbs roof municipality 
selecting Organ  head assembly 
Election:    
Constituency belonging to a group   
Voting method proportional  proportional 

CITY 
Refers to  Israelis  
Mode of Cooperation  Coordinated  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method elected nominated selected 
selecting agent people roof municipality people 
selecting Organ head   
Election:    
Constituency by belonging to a group  by belonging to a group 
Voting method parties  parties 

QUARTERS and SUBURBS 
Refers to  Israelis  
Mode of Cooperation  Coordinated  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method  elected elected 
selecting agent  people quarters & suburbs 
selecting Organ   executive 
Election:    
Constituency  by place of residence  
Voting method  proportional  

 SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    



Table 7b: POWER STRUCTURE AND POWER SHARING 
 
METROPOLITAN ROOF ORGANIZATION 

Refers to  both  
Mode of Cooperation  mutually  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method  elected elected 
selecting agent  quarters & suburbs metropolis 
selecting Organ  people executive 
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method  districts  

CITY 
Refers to  Palestinians  
Mode of Cooperation  Separately  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method Elected Nominated elected 
selecting agent People City city 
selecting Organ  head assembly 
Election:    
Constituency By belonging to a group   
Voting method Parties   

QUARTERS and SUBURBS 
Refers to  both  
Mode of Cooperation  separately  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method  elected elected 
selecting agent  people quarters & suburbs 
selecting Organ   executive 
Election:    
Constituency  by place of residence  
Voting method  proportional  

 SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    



Table 7c : POWER STRUCTURE AND POWER SHARING 
 
METROPOLITAN ROOF ORGANIZATION 

Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

CITY 
Refers to  Israeli  
Mode of Cooperation  separately  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

QUARTERS and SUBURBS 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

 SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Refers to  both  
Mode of Cooperation  partnership  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    



Table 7d: POWER STRUCTURE AND POWER SHARING 
 
METROPOLITAN ROOF ORGANIZATION 

Refers to  both  
Mode of Cooperation  mutually  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method elected nominated elected 
selecting agent people metropolis metropolis 
selecting Organ  head assembly 
Election:    
Constituency individuals   
Voting method parties  proportional 

CITY 
Refers to  Israelis  
Mode of Cooperation  separately  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

QUARTERS and SUBURBS 
Refers to  Israelis  
Mode of Cooperation  separately  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

 SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    



Table 7e: POWER STRUCTURE AND POWER SHARING 
 
METROPOLITAN ROOF ORGANIZATION 

Refers to  both  
Mode of Cooperation  mutually  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing: 50:50  rotation 
Selection:    
method elected elected elected 
selecting agent people metropolis metropolis 
selecting Organ  assembly assembly 
Election:    
Constituency by belonging to a group   
Voting method    

CITY 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

QUARTERS and SUBURBS 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

 SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

 



Table 7f: POWER STRUCTURE AND POWER SHARING 
 
METROPOLITAN ROOF ORGANIZATION 

Refers to  both  
Mode of Cooperation  mutually  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing: Partnership partnership partnership 
Selection:    
method elected elected elected 
selecting agent quarters & suburbs metropolis metropolis 
selecting Organ executive assembly assembly 
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

CITY 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    

QUARTERS and SUBURBS 
Refers to  both  
Mode of Cooperation  coordinated  
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method  elected elected 
selecting agent  people quarters & suburbs 
selecting Organ  people executive 
Election:    
Constituency  by place of residence  
Voting method  proportional  

 SERVICE PROVIDERS 
Refers to    
Mode of Cooperation    
 ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE HEAD 
Power sharing:    
Selection:    
method    
selecting agent    
selecting Organ    
Election:    
Constituency    
Voting method    



6.4.3 SUMMARY 
 

The work completed by the team abuts in several power-structure 

alternatives. These are too detailed for simultaneous presentation alongside 

alternative patterns of specialization and alternative schemes of borders or 

permeabilities.  So as to sketch a multi-dimensional organizational setup the 

planners had to condense these alternatives into a few slogan-like 

simplifications. 

Alternative 7a portrays a government structure of two coordinated cities with 

boroughs, quarters, suburbs, and an overall “roof” municipality. Each of the 

cities derives its power from the people of its group. The boroughs are 

empowered by their residents. The power of the roof municipality comes from 

the people in accordance with their group membership.  

Power in the roof municipality is shared as follows: 

1. Each people elects a given part of the assembly.  

2. The heads of the roof municipality serve in rotation. 

Alternative 7c portrays a power structure in which two separate cities 

cooperate only in providing certain services through specialized service 

providers. 

Alternative 7b portrays a power structure in which two cities and their city 

sections together elect the roof municipality; with the quarters and suburbs 

empowered by their residents and of two cities empowered by the people of 

their respective groups.  

Alternative 7f portrays a power structure in which residents deputize the 

quarters and suburbs and these in turn determine the government of the roof 

municipality. 

 

6.5 RELATIONS AMONG AGENTS OF THE URBAN SYSTEM 
 

The agents within an urban system interact in many ways: through 

outsourcing, cooperation, competition, partnerships, money transfers, 

((externalities, learning or command = ??)) In this project relations among the 

agents are planned along the three dimensions of borders, specialization and 



power structure. By planning borders we control the possibility of interaction. 

For example: entirely impermeable borders prevent interaction. By planning 

specialization we allocate areas of responsibility to each of the agents while 

by planning power structures we can specify the power relations between 

them. For example: in one of our power-structure alternatives the boroughs 

elect the assembly of the roof municipality while, in another alternative, the 

“roof” municipality names the borough heads. 

 

These relations also determine sharing of power. If, for example, the borders 

should separate homogenous neighborhoods and if each borough should 

elect two members of the roof municipality assembly, then the power sharing 

within this roof municipality will depend on the number of boroughs of each of 

the two populations. On the other hand if all the citizens elect the roof 

municipality, then power sharing will depend on the proportions of the 

populations. Another way power could be shared can achieved by weighing  

the electoral vote for the assembly of the roof municipality. Citizens of each of 

the two populations would only elect a part of the assembly members, a part 

to remain in fixed proportions, such as 50- 50 or 30 – 70. 
 


